
 
Relevant Experience 
I’m a big comedy nerd and fan of great shows like King of the Hill, The Simpsons and Bojack! 
 
Storyboard Artist- “Corner Gas Animated”             Smiley Guy Studios  

 Prime time comedy for adult audiences based on a popular Canadian live action show 

 Direction to emulate popular Fox Animation shows 

 Streamlined workflow on Storyboard Pro with team effort to find efficient shortcuts 

 Boarded and timed to cast audio recording with attention to comedy performance 
 
Comedy!  

 Currently a student at The Groundlings, preparing for Writing Lab grad show 

 Second City Conservatory and Musical Improv Conservatory grad, Toronto 

 Improv coach and improv instructor for school groups, Second City Toronto 

 Loads of Toronto performances over the years in improv, sketch and stand up shows 

 Aspirations to pitch and develop animated comedies, including both writing and design 
 

More Storyboard Selected Experience 
I’ve boarded for over a decade, mostly on contracts lasting a year each without hiatus breaks 
 
FEATURE- Walt Disney Animation Studios- “Moana +” 

 One year project hire for Disney+ series on Burbank feature animation team 

 Standard feature boarding process with pitches, screenings and revisions 

 First 6 months were heavy in development with lots of brainstorming pitches 
 
TV- Aircraft Pictures/Yeti Farm - “Summer Memories”         

 Pre-teen coming of age show with realistic dialogue and subtle humour  

 Feature film directing style, with connecting seasonal story arc 
 

TV- Nelvana Animation- “Ollie’s Pack”             

 Comedic 11 minute episodes for Nickelodeon pre-teen audience 
 

FEATURE- AIC Studios- “Arctic Dogs”               

 Standard feature boarding process on a team of 6 with a tight schedule  

 

Education 
 
Sheridan College, Oakville ON:                                                    Animation Classical- 3 Year Diploma 

             Art Fundamentals- 1 Year Certificate  
 
Humber College, Toronto ON:                  Comedy Writing and Performance- 1 Year Post Grad 

amyoffmodel@gmail.com  
amyhenkel.com, 

amyoffmodel.com/adultcomedy 
Currently in Los Angeles: 747-944-8035 

 

Comprehensive CV and Moana portfolio examples available upon request 

Amy Henkel 
Atory Artist 
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